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Understanding costs should be as easy as ABC
Adelaide-based business and
engineering consultants 2XE have
bought to light some valuable news
for the Australian wine community’s
bottom line.
In a recent project, funded by Wine
Australia, to undertake a life-cycle
cost analysis of wine processing,
it revealed the enormous potential
of what is known as activity-based
costing (ABC) as well as some large
holes in just how much many wineries
know about what their production
costs actually are.

This then highlights where changes to
processes could increase profits.

A tailored ABC model was prepared for
each winery, showing mean costs per
kilolitre (kL) of wine for activities such
as bottling, barreling and maturation.
The aim was to create an easy-to-use
framework that could be customised to
suit the needs of each and every wine
business.
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In fact, 2XE CEO Nick Palousis would
go so far as to say it is ‘one of the
biggest knowledge gaps we’ve seen in
the sector’.

Wine Australia is now studying the
project report to determine how best to
progress the findings.
Nick said ABC represented a different
way of looking at costs and their
implications. ‘Typically a winery would
take its balance sheet and look at
the things an accountant usually
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help wineries target their efficiency
projects towards activities that have
the greatest opportunity for increasing
profit.
‘For example, the total cost per kL of
wine pressed is significantly different
when comparing different techniques
such as basket press, bag-press
and screw-press’, the report says.
‘Also, the way a press is used varies
the cost of production per kL. For
example, a winery with a bag press
using automated pressing cycles may
use less labour than one that requires
continual monitoring and adjustment.

‘Likewise, a winery that can schedule
and separate red and white batches
on different days can minimise
cleaning and increase labour efficiency
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